Abstract
Introduction
With the rapid development of computer network technology and digitization of information media, the transmission and circulation of multimedia information become very convenient, we can storage and transmission the digital video very convenient, but the subsequent copyright piracy behavior makes the copyright protection of digital video is more and more important. Video watermarking technology is an effective means of copyright protection, get the attention of the people increasingly, it also has become the hot topics in the study of current digital watermarking [1] [2] [3] . Video watermarking can be understood as a carrier for digital video of the subjective and the objective time redundancy and redundancy in the information space to add information, it does not affect the quality of video and also can achieve the purpose of copyright protection and content integrity test for digital watermarking technology. With the continuous development of video technology, has produced some quite mature video watermarking technology but with the emergence of a variety of attack forms and the core technology of some video encoding and decoding be made public, coupled with the continuous in-depth study of the human visual system, makes the watermark embedding scheme is becoming more and more complicated and at the same time in order to realize the integrity of the watermark detection certification, the strategy of watermark embedding and the modification technology had the great synchronous development. The requirements of video watermarking algorithm for watermarking products quality is that cannot cause big damage and the algorithm itself also requires has good invisibility and robustness so the robustness and resistance to attack is the most basic conditions of digital video watermarking scheme to protect the copyright . This thesis focuses on digital video, under the three dimensional frequency domain do a study using the combination of DWT and DCT [4] transform with mean quantization algorithm [5] , on the basis of the realization algorithm further proceed comparison experiment. First introduce some knowledge related to digital video watermarking technology; Secondly introduces the application of frequency domain transformation and quantitative techniques as well as related algorithm implementation; In the end has carried on the contrast experiments [6] to determine the performance of quantitative algorithm in the three dimensional frequency domain by this paper, through compared the experimental data about two kinds of algorithms to determine a kind of algorithm has better security, robustness and easy to implement.
Related Work

Three-Dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform
The two-dimensional multi-resolution decomposition theory has been widely used in image processing field and in order to realize the multi-resolution decomposition of dynamic image (video), it is necessary to extended the two-dimensional wavelet transform algorithm is to three-dimensional. Figure 1 (a) is dynamic image signal a layer of wavelet decomposition of the three dimensional subbands and x direction representative the frame adept direction and y direction representative the frame column direction and z direction is timeline direction. A layer of resolution based on three dimensional wavelet transform decomposition process as shown in Figure 1 (b) . In the figure L express the low frequency components that image sequence after low frequency filtering and H express the high frequency components that image sequence after high frequency filtering. Similar to two-dimensional wavelet transform, image sequence after three-dimensional transform is broken down into a lower resolution close to three dimensional subband and a series of high frequency three dimensional subband representative of different resolution detail image sequence.
Assume that video sequences on the space of two dimensional to marked with x and y, time dimension by z. Three dimensional discrete wavelet transform in the x, y, and z respectively to one dimensional integer wavelet transform. In the figure L express the low frequency components that image sequence after low frequency filtering and H express the high frequency components [7] that image sequence after high frequency filtering. Video image sequence after three dimensional transform is decomposed into approximation under a low resolution called low frequency three dimensional subband or LLL and a series of high frequency three dimensional subband representative of different resolution detail image sequence named LLH to HHH. Due to the human eye with the different frequencies the sensitivity is also different and the main energy of video image signal is concentrated in the low frequency region [8] , so we can repeat for the multistage integer wavelet decomposition to this part. Thus we draw the three dimensional discrete wavelet transform main principle:
First of all, we will be continuous in the video of the frame is divided into a group; Second, for each set of every frame image in the two dimensional discrete wave let transform; Finally, choose the coefficient CA after two dimensional discrete wavelet transform in the time axis make up a one dimensional vector and to this one dimensional vector proceed one dimensional discrete wavelet transform again and will get the CA coefficient as well as a number of CD coefficients and this process is known as "three dimensional discrete wavelet transform". 
（2）
Video image can be seen as a three-dimensional images group (the time as the third dimension). Put the image group with three dimensional discrete cosine transform in frequency domain space [9] .
Three-dimensional image block {f (x, y, z)} is a matrix with M rows and N columns and P width, discrete cosine transform as shown in type (3) :
（3）
Three dimensional discrete cosine inverse transform (3D-IDCT) is defined as shown in type (4) :
（4）
From the above mentioned we can summarize the main principle of three dimensional discrete cosine transform is as follows:
First of all, we will be continuous in the video of the frame is divided into a group; Second, for every frame image in each group is divided into equal size of the block and proceed two dimensional discrete cosine transform; Finally, choose the same set of DC coefficient of each frame in the same position to constitute the one-dimensional vector in the time axis and to this one dimensional vector proceed one dimensional discrete cosine transform again and will get the DC coefficient as well as a number of AC coefficients and this process is known as " three dimensional discrete cosine transform" [10] .
Three dimensional discrete cosine transform process as shown in Figure 3 :
Figure 3. The Basic Principle Diagram of Three Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform
A simplified watermarking system based on discrete cosine transform after the forward discrete cosine transform and then to reverse discrete cosine transform to gain the image that contains the watermark. The watermark extraction is carried out after forward discrete cosine transform. Movement image sequence of every frame can be regarded as a static image to three dimensional discrete cosine transform also can be regarded as each frame for first two 9, No.7 (2014) dimensional discrete cosine transform and then one-dimensional discrete cosine transform in interframe direction. After two-dimensional discrete cosine transform the energy of every frame mostly focus on direct current and low frequency, which concentrated in the upper left of matrix secondary diagonal after transform, lower right after quantify vast majority is 0 [11] . Type of discrete cosine transform algorithm, the key problem is that it ignores the data loss resulted from the algorithm implementation. When no any disturbance to discrete cosine transform coefficient proceed the discrete cosine transform and then do discrete cosine inverse transform its value will fall near the each point values and error is very small just do a little processing can be reverted to the original data.
Mean Quantization
Set a collection composed of K wavelet coefficient is{ 0
,assume that the mean x using quantitative method to embed a watermark bits i  ∈ {0, 1} caused by the error is △, namely after embedded a watermark bits i  the mean of K signal is x = x +△therefore K wavelet coefficients in the collection of all the individual coefficients also need to modify accordingly also shown as ' Assume that the signal of embedded watermark in the process of transmission by a certain attacks and for each signal the error is i  which is after attacks some wavelet coefficients in
 to obey the mean and value is 0and the variance is 2  of gaussian distribution, on the basis of probability and statistics knowledge, K random variables that obey gaussian distribution its average still obey gaussian distribution but the variance
As a result, the mean quantization compared with single factor quantitative methods [5] can decrease the variance of coefficient change quantity and improve the robustness of the algorithm. Mean quantization method of watermark error probability is less than a single coefficient quantization caused by errors probability. Obviously, when the number of wavelet coefficients increases the watermark error probability will reduce [12] . So choose to embed a watermark bits appropriate number of wavelet coefficient can control the balance between the robustness of watermarking system and the watermark capacity.
The Video Watermarking Algorithm Design
This paper use the video format for YUV video clips to experiment, because the digital video is composed of a series of continuous static image so we should retrieve each static 7 (2014) images from the video and in the form of processing of two-dimensional image to process it and then in the timeline have the second time, so completes the three-dimensional processing of for digital video. In the process of static image using quantitative algorithm proceed binary image watermark embedding.
Three-Dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform
Watermark Embed
The embed watermark signal in this algorithm is not a traditional sequence code or bitstream but a binary image will be treated as watermark to processing and hidden, which makes the watermarking information contains more rich and more intuitive. Based on the three dimensional discrete wavelet transform watermarking embedding algorithm is described as follows:
Step 1. Select the original video I frame and group accord to the N size;
Step 2. For each set of every frame proceed the two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform;
Step 3. Each set of every frame the CA coefficient restructuring into one-dimensional vector in the time axis;
Step 4. For the one dimensional vector with one-dimensional discrete wavelet transform and get the CA coefficient;
Step 5. Make the watermark to quantify and embed in the each CA coefficient;
Step 6. Reconstruction the video sequences and save it [13] . Get the video file that containing the watermark. The watermark embedding process is shown in Figure 4 .
Watermark Extraction
Figure 4. 3D-DWT for Video Watermarking Algorithm Description
The extraction of the watermark algorithm is the inverse process of embedded algorithm.
Step 1. Select the watermark video I frame and group accord to the N size; Step 2. For each set of every frame proceed the two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform;
Step 5. According to the quantization algorithm get the embedding watermark. The watermark extracting process is shown in Figure 4 .
Three-Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform
Watermark Embed
This algorithm to embed the watermark signal is the same as a binary image, in order to be comparative and improve the robustness of the watermark make the watermarking signal embedded into the low frequency part of discrete cosine transform coefficients. Based on three dimensional discrete cosine transform watermarking embedding algorithm is described as follows:
Step 2. For each set of every frame proceed the two-dimensional discrete cosine transform;
Step 3. Each set of every frame the DC coefficient restructuring into one-dimensional vector in the time axis;
Step 4. For the one dimensional vector with one-dimensional discrete cosine transform and get the DC coefficient;
Step 5. Make the watermark to quantify and embed in the each DC coefficient;
Step 6. Reconstruction the video sequences and save it. Get the video file that containing the watermark. The watermark embedding process is shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. 3D-DCT for Video Watermarking Algorithm Description
Watermark Extraction
The extraction of the watermark algorithm is the inverse process of embedded algorithm : Step 1. Select the watermark video I frame and group accord to the N size;
Step 5. According to the quantization algorithm get the embedding watermark. The watermark extracting process is shown in figure 5 .
The Experiment Results and Analysis
In order to verify the performance of the two kinds of video watermarking algorithm, we had a large number of experiments under MatlabR2011b. Mainly attack includes the gauss noise and salt and pepper noise as well as exchange or loss of frame.
In order to ensure comparability of the test results, these two kinds of video watermarking algorithm are composed of 100 frames by the size of 176×144 uncompressed video file to experiment and decide to extract the 20th frame as a reference as shown in Figure 6 . Watermark image is 18×22 size of binary image as shown in Figure 7 . Because robustness and no perceptual is very important factor in measure the watermark performance, so in the experiment we used the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to measure the no perceptual of watermark, if PSNR is greater than 40dB, we can think the algorithm with a good no perceptual. The calculation of PSNR as shown in formula (5) Using normalized correlation (NC) and bit error rate (BER) to measure the robustness of the watermark [14] . NC calculation as shown in formula (6), w represent the original watermark and w 'represent the extracted watermark, M and N show the size of the watermark. 
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The calculating of BER as shown in formula (7), the letters meaning same as NC formula.
After using the two kinds of algorithms embed watermark, the average PSNR values of containing watermark video files were higher than 40dB, in the absence of any attacks can be fully extracted the watermark and NC equal to 1 and BER equal to 0, in the case of PSNR approximately equal to proceed the attack experiment.
In this paper the experimental condition is video watermark carrier for the same video file and watermark image also for the same binary image, under the condition of using the two kinds of video watermarking algorithm to embedding watermarking. In order to ensure the strong comparative of attack result, by adjusting the watermark embedding strength makes the average PSNR of video file containing the watermark about 41.17dB. We choose the 20th frame image as a reference to contrast and distinguish between two kinds of video watermarking algorithm as shown in the following Table 1 , under the condition of without attack for video file to read the containing watermark image video frames and extract the binary watermark image, shows two watermarking algorithm could extracted watermark image in good condition.
To verify two kinds of video watermarking algorithm robustness against noise attack, chose the gauss-noise and salt and pepper noise attacks on video experiment, the experimental results respectively in the following Table 2, Table 3 as shown in table. As can be seen from Table 2 , when applying a larger degree of gauss-noise attack and even affect the sensory effects of the original video frame, we can still get a recognizable image watermark to prove the ownership of the digital works, which have the effect of copyright protection. As can be seen from Table 3 , when applying a larger degree of salt and pepper noise attack and even affect the sensory effects of the original image, we can still get a recognizable watermark image. Compared with gauss-noise attack two kinds of video watermarking algorithm for salt and pepper noise resistance ability are weak.
In order to verify the algorithm robustness in frame exchange attack, separately to two video watermarking algorithm for frame exchange experiment and results as shown in Table  4 . As you can see from the Table 4 , no matter exchange for same group video frames exchange or exchange for different groups video frames can get a relatively clear watermark image. When exchange the same group video frames, the extraction effect is not big but if it is in a different group the impact is bigger.
In order to verify the algorithm robustness in resisting frame loss attack, carried out the frame loss experiment and the results are shown in table 5. Table 5 , when deleting the first frame of located in different group in some extent will have effect on the extraction results but it still can restore a recognizable watermark image. Select delete on the late location of the video frame group does not have any effect for watermark extraction.
Through the attack experimental results can be concluded that two kinds of video watermarking algorithm against noise attack and frame exchange and frame loss has better robustness. In order to make the results more clear make the experimental data by the statistical map out the following graph, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . From Figure 8 and Figure 9 we can see the video watermarking algorithm based on threedimensional discrete wavelet transform attack resistance obvious higher than that the video watermarking algorithm based on three-dimensional discrete cosine transform. Here we neglected the experiment error due to various reasons, as far as possible combined with the ideal experimental environment get the experimental data. The invisibility (PSNR) of similar cases and under the noise attacks and frame attack three dimensional discrete wavelet transform is slightly stronger robustness to reflect the discrete wavelet transform various advantages. But we can't say three-dimensional discrete cosine transform useless, this algorithm complexity is lower than discrete wavelet transform and it's a good robust digital video watermarking algorithm that combination of discrete cosine transform [15] and human visual system (HVS).
Conclusion
This thesis mentioned three-dimensional discrete wavelet transform and threedimensional discrete cosine transform based on mean quantization algorithm of two kinds of robust digital video watermarking algorithm, for the original video proceed three dimensional transformation and embedded watermark information into the approximation part of the important coefficient that by corresponding transform to original video so that the generated watermark has good robustness and invisibility. The attack experiment results show that the two kinds of watermarking algorithm can resist various attacks and ensure the robustness of the watermark meantime the embedded watermark to affect the quality of the original video are also small and the human eye almost couldn't feel the video quality after embedded watermark, but compared with the experimental results of three-dimensional discrete wavelet transform on the robustness is better than that of the three-dimensional discrete cosine transform. The main reason has the following points: (1) The discrete cosine transform sometimes produce square effect. In the process of three-dimensional discrete wavelet transform, first carried on the block processing to extract frames and in some extent the produce square affect the transformation of results. (2) The discrete wavelet transform has good space directional selectivity and agrees well with the human visual system but the discrete cosine transform does not have such directional selectivity [16] . (3) The discrete wavelet transform has the stronger ability of multi-resolution analysis. Thus, when we design of algorithm should avoid the flaw of algorithm itself at the same time need to help with the advantages of the algorithm to improve the overall performance of the algorithm. Through the research we can see, in the next period of time the digital video watermarking will become an important research topic and along with the progress of network technology and multimedia digital technology as well as the continuous development of all kinds of network application technology, the digital video watermarking technology will inevitably encountered new problems which requires we put forward a new theory and new technology to solve new problems.
